Welcome back for Term 3 for all our students and families. We’ve hit the ground running and already seen some great learning across our sub-schools, as staff have worked to capitalise on our recent professional learning.

Students should be developing an increased awareness of the ‘learning zone’ and ‘practice zone’, and when they’re in each throughout their classes. Both are important parts of ensuring sustained learning growth. We continue to challenge our students by developing key skills and capabilities such as persistence and resilience, and deepen their learning through the “Learning Pit”. I encourage parents and careers to engage students in conversations about these concepts and their learning in general – regular discussion and reflection are powerful drivers of learning, and when this occurs at home as well it can give students a real advantage.

I had the pleasure of attending our Corporate Immersion program with our Year 10s in Melbourne last week. Students were treated like corporate employees, given access passes to a range of floors and resources in the 25 story city headquarters of Australia Post. Together with the graduates they worked on innovative projects over a 24-hour period (photo below left). I was particularly impressed with the “Youth Card” concept for parent controlled online shopping, together with an integrated new phone App. Well done to all involved.

It was an honour to be invited to the Maffra Branch CWA 80th Birthday Celebration last week. We greatly value the 57 years of support the CWA have provided our college and the work they do in our wider community.

Well done also to the Boisdale Consolidated School Band on their musical performance (above), and thanks to our students who assisted with the event. – Adam Hogan
**Duke of Ed**

5 students at Maffra Secondary College have achieved their Bronze Duke of Edinburgh Award. These students have demonstrated a 6 month commitment to personal development. They have undertaken physical activity, community service, learnt a new skill, and completed two adventurous journeys. The Duke of Edinburgh Award is recognized internationally and demonstrates leadership, teamwork and a willingness to work hard and follow through with your goals. This year’s bronze students are preparing for their qualifying journey and are well on track to achieving their awards by the end of the year.

**VCAL**

As part of their Unit 1 Personal Development, the Year 11 students will be attending the Holocaust Museum, The Big Issue and Old Melbourne Gaol (for Literacy) and Year 12 students will complete tasks at the Immigration Museum and visit the Islamic Centre in Thornbury. Students have written work to complete during the trip and submit as part of their PD subject. After the school work is completed, students will have some time to buy food (based on previous experience) and other non-essential purchases and then attend the Bulldogs vs Collingwood match at Etihad Stadium. Permission forms were given to students last week. **PLEASE NOTE that students will return to MSC at approx. 1.30 am Saturday morning!**

**Sub-School News**

**Senior Years**

**Year 11 F2D ‘Fit to Drive’ Presentation**

Year 11 students attended a ‘Fit to Drive’ Presentation on July 13th. The overall purpose of the F2D Year 11 Workshop is to reduce youth road trauma. Students engaged in the workshop experience exploring different scenarios to help them to make good decisions when faced with risky driving situations, both as passengers and in terms of their future driving safety. The students are to be congratulated on the maturity they showed during the half-day workshop. We would also like to thank The Rotary Club of Maffra for providing the last minute funding required for us to participate in the workshop.

**2017 Year 12 VCE Melbourne Camp (Held 23/11/2016)**

All Year 12 Students completing VCE in 2017 are required to attend the Melbourne Camp. After feedback from staff and students it has been decided to hold the camp on November 23rd, 2016 prior to the beginning of our Head start program. The camp includes a range of sessions designed to help prepare students for the demands and expectations of Yr 12 and for them to experience some elements of life as a university student. Students have already received a letter outlining the sessions and cost of the trip. The cost of the trip is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Installment Date</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First instalment by August 8th, 2016</td>
<td>$100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second instalment by September 9th</td>
<td>$80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third instalment by October 7th</td>
<td>$80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth instalment by November 4th</td>
<td>$80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Cost</strong></td>
<td><strong>$340</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The cost of the trip includes: accommodation, activities, two breakfasts, one lunch and two evening meals. Students will also need to ensure they have a valid 2016 concession card and access to a Myki card.
Please contact Belinda Marshall at Maffra SC on 03 5147 1790 or via email on marshall.belinda.k@edumail.vic.gov.au

Tafe News

A reminder to TAFE students regarding the expectations of behaviour whilst undertaking study off campus. When complaints come back to the school concerning poor behaviour, attitude or progress at TAFE, there will be an interview with the student and parent/guardian notified. If there is a further complaint from TAFE or other students with regard to the same student(s), then an interview with the Principal will be organised to review your enrolment in TAFE.

Science

YEAR 8 BROADENING HORIZONS

Year 8 students are well under way in researching and collecting data for their Broadening Horizons projects. The students have been working with mentors from Wellington Shire Council, Department of Health and Human Resources and Southern Rural Water, as well as individual mentors from a variety of organisations.

WORKPLACE VISITS

Last week half the Year 8 students visited their mentors workplaces at the Wellington Shire Council and the Department of Health and Human Services in Sale to find out more about the careers involved in these organisations. Students learnt about careers in the public sector including disability housing and service, child protection and youth justice. They heard about the new Port of Sale project and looked at the demolished building which will house the new Sale library and gallery and they heard from Wellington Shire Council engineers about their involvement in local building projects including roads, skate parks and bridges. Thanks to our partner organisations for opening up their workspaces to us!
WORK UNDER WAY!

Since the beginning of term, the Year 8 students have been working hard on a variety of projects including cutting up fish to look for microplastics, collecting compost, measuring heart rates and body temperatures, talking to dentists, vets and other service providers in the region and visiting free range chook farms. The students will continue to work on their projects for the next few weeks, including writing up their results to present a poster at the Maffra Science Expo.

Parents are encouraged to talk to their children about their projects and to get involved where possible.

This year’s Maffra Science Expo will be a culmination of the Broadening Horizons work conducted by the Year 8 students. The Expo will be held on:

**THURSDAY 18th AUGUST**

*2:00 - 3:00pm  
6:30 - 7:30pm*

This is a community event and everyone is welcome to attend. Parents of Year 8 students will be contacted by a representative from the College within the next week about attendance at the Expo. If you would like any further information, please contact Kylie Lambert on the details below.

**Kylie Lambert**

Broadening Horizons Coordinator  
Maffra Secondary College  
Lambert.kylie.j@edumail.vic.gov.au  
(03) 5147 1790

**Arts**

Earlier this year, the Sale Stationeer’s group approached Maffra Secondary College to complete a mural of the Swing Bridge just out of Sale. A group of year 10 students completing their year ten Studio Art’s class took up the task of painting the massive piece. The students started sketching in early April and were challenged with the proportions of the piece compared to the photo they had as their reference. Tyeisha Dalton-Kors, Elyssa Hetherton, Ebony Bailey and Sam Fankhauser were the starting team for the mural. Peers in their class contributed whenever and wherever they were allowed alongside the main four. Because the piece was an architectural painting, the students found it difficult to sketch and paint the bridge as they had trouble drawing the centre pillars of the bridge as well as the making sure the bridge was properly proportioned to the rest of the picture. Students also faced difficulty when painting the metal bars on the bridge as they had to paint very thin and straight lines.
as they got further away from the viewer’s perspective. The group of young artists also jumped in too quickly to paint when they painted the bridge before the sky and trees behind it. They didn’t make much of it, since they had to go over the bridge again in another coat of paint. Over a long and dreary timespan, the mural was completed on Friday the 24th of June, the last day of the school term. The students overcame many challenges to complete the painting. With constant perseverance and teamwork, the mural was completed and it looks fantastic. An excellent effort from the students at Maffra Secondary College. The mural will be put up on display at the Sale Railway Station with murals from other schools.

Tye Dalton-Kors

**Sports**

**Maffra Secondary College 3 Day State Schools Cup Volleyball Campaign**

Maffra Secondary College Volleyball squad ventured to Melbourne last weekend to compete against the best school volleyball teams in Victoria. We have grown into the biggest rural Volleyball school in Victoria, with 7 teams now comprised of more than 50 athletes and requiring over twenty support personnel.

The tournament was a huge success, with players and parents enjoying the camaraderie and competitive spirit shown by the group. Several teams, such as the year 7 girls and the year 7&8 boys teams were put together quite late in the piece, so the focus was on bonding with team mates, having fun and improving skills. Other teams have been training together now for several years and went to the tournament to be competitive against the best teams in Victoria.

We had our most successful event so far in our short history, with Open boys and Girls both winning a Bronze medal, while our Intermediate girls claimed the Silver.

A big thank you to all parents who supported the teams by driving or managing a team, this success is not possible without your support. Also a massive thanks to Felicity Scully, Garry Williams, Tanya McIntosh and Kim Simon, staff members who gave up their weekend to support our group.

Finally a HUGE thanks to Anthony Young. His hard work, expertise and a massive amount of his time goes into creating champion volleyball teams from scratch.

**STATE CROSS COUNTRY**

On Thursday 14th July, 5 students represented Maffra Secondary College in the State Cross Country Championships at Bundoora. These students were Brayden Hone who placed an exceptional 16th in the 16 yr old boys 5 km run, Jake Giles and Cal Shingles who placed 75 & 78 respectively in the 15 yr old boys, Lindsay Coridas who placed 64th in the 14yr old girls and Caleb Pazek Evans who placed 62 in the 13yr old boys. These results are absolutely fantastic especially when you consider that most age groups have between 150 and 200 students running in them. Well done State qualifiers and thank you to the parents who transported the students to the venue!

**VCE FOOTBALL**

On Thursday 21st July the VCE Boys Football team travelled to Moe to compete in the second round of games. With cold and wet conditions in the first game, the team from Wonthaggi got a good start and had the lead at half time. With a much better second half, Maffra managed to close the gap but lost the first game.
18 to 8. The second game saw drier conditions, and much better football from our team, however Maffra were still unable to win, losing the game to Lowanna, 44 to 21. The third and final game saw the Maffra team play with run and a high skill level, and this led to Maffra getting their first win for the day, beating Nagle, 21 to 18.

It was a great effort from the Maffra team who only had 18 players for the duration of the day, and the whole team played their roles quite well throughout the day. The award from AFL Victoria for our best player across the three games was awarded to Jordy Rodda, who was one of our most consistent players for the day in our backline.

TABLE TENNIS

Numbers of students from Maffra SC participating in Table Tennis have followed an exponential growth pattern, doubling each year for the last three years!

On Friday 15th July four teams (Year 7 boys, Year 8 boys, Intermediate boys and senior boys) travelled to Traralgon to represent Maffra SC in the Wellington round of Table Tennis. Each team played one or two other schools – singles and doubles. The intermediate boys advanced to the next round (to be played on Oct 10th) and the Year 7 team didn’t quite make it through to the next round. They showed great courage and determination and only lost by one or two games (out of 18). The senior boys’ team won their match to advance to the Gippsland round, but disappointingly they pulled out due to not all members of the team wanting to play.

For the first time (in at least 3 years) a girls team (intermediate) was entered also. They have advanced straight to the Gippsland round, due to no other teams being entered within Wellington.

Table Tennis training continues on a Wednesday, with Mr Price and Allan Cooper (parent volunteer and former Table Tennis coach). All the best to the intermediate boys and girls for 10th October!

YEAR 7 & 8 BOYS BADMINTON

On Thursday 21st August, four year 7 boys (Jack, Ty, Bevan and Lucas) and four year 8 boys (Arzel, Andrew, Ken and King) travelled to Morwell to represent Maffra SC in the Gippsland regional finals for Badminton. Each of the teams played two other schools, with a singles match followed by a doubles match. The boys all participated to the best of their ability and showed great progress throughout the day. Although we didn’t win on the day, they showed great teamwork, perseverance and respect for the competition. The teams were fortunate to receive a coaching session after the event, with a friendly competition among themselves rounding out the day. Well done to all involved. They are to be congratulated for how they represented our school, and developed their skills considerably over the course of one day. With continued enthusiasm and more consistent training, they are capable of making state finals next year.

Nathan Wallace

Badminton report by Amy, Josie, Shirley and Carley

On Friday the 22nd of July a girls and a boy’s intermediate team played at the Morwell Leisure Centre. Each team played two lots of schools. In the first round the girls played Trafalgar and won both their singles and their doubles, whereas the boys played Bairnsdale in a tight fought match with Bairnsdale running out victors. The second round the Maffra girls played Nagal, they won 3 games and lost 3 games which put them equal in games. They managed to win in points which puts them through to the State Finals in Melbourne next Tuesday 9th August, held at MSAC. The boys lost in that round, and couldn’t match the Wonthaggi guys in their last round. Overall it was a great day of competition. We wish the girls the best of luck for the next round.
Business Connect

AUSTRALIA POST

On 28th and 29th July, 12 Year 10 students participated in the Australia Post Corporate Immersion Program at the Australia Post Headquarters in Bourke Street Melbourne. This program was designed to provide students with an opportunity to meet and learn from positive role models (graduate employees from Australia Post), improve employability skills and increase their aspirations in a professional environment.

Nathan Grant indicated that 'we started our time at Australia Post by participating in ice breaker activities (where I won chocolate. It was great!). After several activities and getting to know the other school (Elisabeth Murdoch College in Langwarrin) we began the challenging task of creating our Hatch Day idea'.

Students had previously met the 12 graduates at Maffra Secondary College and had ‘hatched’ their ideas. The ‘Yolk’ team designed an app, the ‘Pocket Pal’ which would allow parents to top up accounts for online usage, Maffra Mafia designed a marketing campaign for the promotion of parcel lockers and >>>>> created an app, the ‘Youth Pass’ which allowed country students and employers alike quick access to part time jobs.

Nathan continued ‘on the second day we put the final polish to our Hacking and we presented and pitched our products to both schools and we had to explain our products to a large number of guests after which awards were handed out’.

The Yolk team won both the Judges No 1 award and the Peoples’ Choice Award and individual student contributions went to Liam Ahchow and Abbey Tucker.

Sam Sherring summed up the students thoughts on the Program when he said “I learnt how to be a hustler and confidently tell people about our product in a formal, informative way. I also learnt the process that it takes to create an app, from starting off with brain storming to actually designing and making the app. It was an awesome experience”

Year 12 Biology

On Thursday, 14th July, our senior biologists had the opportunity to manipulate DNA in a DNA Techniques Workshop held at Federation University Churchill. Students were able to use the equipment and techniques commonly used in a molecular laboratory and had a taste of what studying Microbiology at University would be like.
Kokoda Trip

During the school holidays eight students from Years 9 to 11 completed a 10 day trek of the Kokoda Track; these students were Marlow Fraser (Yr 9), Ebony Mair and Adelle O’Doherty (Yr 10), Bridget Hanratty, Sarah Higgins, Maddie Schleifer, James Driffield and Cooper Bailey. The students were accompanied by Sue Clancy, Lashay Tricker, Jo O’Doherty and Nicky Reeves. Leaving at 1am on Monday morning from Maffra, the students travelled to the Melbourne Airport on their journey to PNG. At the Airport we were met by our Australian guide Phil (who did a tremendous job in leading, guiding and teaching us all along the way) and Big Jack the in country operator of No Roads who seems to be related to everyone!

The trek was organized so that the students would follow the fighting retreat of the Australians that were pushed back from Kokoda by a strong Imperial Japanese Army towards Port Moresby. This meant that after an overnight stay in Port Moresby the students were up early for breakfast and another flight to Popondetta, here the group boarded a small truck for a 3 hour trip to the start of the track in Kokoda. This included a stop at the Popondetta Memorial and Kokoda Museum. The first day of walking was one of the shortest, but with the change in conditions and two days of travelling most of the group commented that this was one of the hardest days. For the next three days the group walked through the villages and areas of Denki, Isurava, Aloloa, Erora Creek, Myloa Lakes before arriving in Kagi.

Kagi is the home village to many of the porters that were employed by the company guiding the group – No Roads. The trek included a two day stay. Here the students participated in many local traditions, such as gardening, collecting firewood, having a Miu Miu (camp oven) and visited the local school. All of the group also enjoyed playing touch football, AFL, visiting the church during a service and interacting with the locals.

After some much needed rest the students left Kagi for another four days of trekking, this part of the trip included some of the toughest climbs and descents of the trips and included historical sites of Brigade Hill, the golden staircase (1000 steps), Ioribaiwa Ridge and Imita Ridge before arriving at Ower’s Corner. The students were fantastic throughout the trek, they displayed many qualities throughout the journey including teamwork, persistence and a growth mindset. All faced many challenges and were able to use these to ensure that they completed a very difficult feat. Congratulations to all of them. Along the way many other trekkers complemented the students on their determination to do so a hard task at such a young age.

On behalf of everyone in the group we would like to thank all of the teachers that assisted with the fund raising that occurred to assist the students in making the trip and the school for allowing such a trip to occur, I am sure that it is something that these students (and teacher/parents) will not forget.
China Trip

Sunday March 16 saw 8 Maffra Secondary students depart from Tullamarine on a trip of a lifetime – their destination was China! We met up with our travelling buddies, a small contingent from Yarram who also had a sister school in Changshu. Unfortunately bad weather in Guangzhou led to the delay of our plane for over 10 hours which resulted in an uncomfortable night, sleeping on the airport floor.

Once in Beijing we departed for our first glimpse of the Great Wall, fortunately the day was bright and clear and we had a great view of the surrounding hills and mountains. We were surprised to find that we were able to descent the steep climb via a toboggan. Due to our late arrival, our visit to the zoo was cut short but we still managed to see the Panda’s in their enclosure. One of the great highlights of our trip was the food and every day we sampled a variety of dishes which reflected the specialities of the district.

Our trip into the Forbidden City and Tiananmen Square highlighted the dense population of China with thousands of visitors lined up in orderly fashion to view Chairman Mao’s Mausoleum. We could barely move! The Forbidden City featured intricate walls, gardens and courtyards which didn’t seem to end and we also had the opportunity to take a rickshaw through the 300 year old Hutong area.

The Summer Palace and the Temple OF Heaven were highlights on Day 4.

Xain is the home of the Terracotta Warriors and the entire group were thrilled to view this incredible army of over 7000 soldiers, archers, horses and chariots. We were told that these figures were only scratching the surface and that they were excavating other sections very slowly in order to more fully preserve the contents. Our bicycle ride around the walls of this 13th century city was truly enjoyable as we were able to take in the sights of local markets, golden pagodas and the old areas at a more leisurely pace.

Prior to travelling overnight on a train to Nanjing, we visited Buddhist temples and the Muslim Quarters and once in Nanjing we went to the Confucius temple built in 1034. We travelled by bullet train at over 300kms/hr.

In Suzhou, we tasted the delights of a traditional tea house and then we took a leisurely cruise (in a traditional boat) along the canals and under the stone bridges in Tongli – the Venice of China.

In Changshu we were warmly welcomed by our sister school Changshu Experimental Middle School where our students mingled with the year 8 students attending classes, playing volleyball and communicating both in English and Mandarin. They visited the local sights and were graciously hosted to dinner each night.

Our final day saw us in Shanghai which is truly the Paris of the East. We visited the Bund (waterfront), the World Financial Centre and went to the observation deck which is 100 stories high and spent time in the city shopping and soaking in the multicultural atmosphere.

The students Tim and Adam Elliott, Narelle Brown, Stephanie Williamson, Mollie Huts, Brendan Goodwin, Adrienne Hume, and Robert Blake were fantastic and experienced an unforgettable learning and cultural exchange. Thank you to Patrick, Steven and Rebecca Elliott and Chris Brown who were such great company and assisted with the students. I would highly recommend this trip to anyone interested in visiting this fascinating country.
Darwin Camp

The 2016 Darwin camp was a wonderful adventure for both students and staff alike. The entire camp was one of rich learning as well as enjoyable and varied experiences and friendships. The first few days were testing as we had above average temperatures and an abundance of bugs and mosquitoes but staff and students took all this in their stride. We set up camp at Howard Springs on day one and then travelled to Mary River where the group had their first encounter with crocodiles, thankfully from a distance! We travelled into Kakadu, visited Ubirr, Noulangie and Cooinda where we experienced the beautiful Northern Territory terrain and wetlands, the Aboriginal culture and rock paintings, Cahills Crossing, a sunset like no other looking out to Arnhem Land and the stark reality of the Ranger mine. It was pleasing to see the students’ respectful visit at the Adelaide River War Memorial after such a long day’s travel in the buses and the patience shown when we had to exchange one of the vehicles.

Litchfield presented many opportunities to swim in the relaxing waterfalls and walk around both Wangi and Florence Falls. The students displayed a keen interest in the War Museum in Darwin and it was then onto Mindle Market (together with some serious shopping) and the Darwin sunsets.

The students were well behaved, mixed easily with each other and pitched in to help prepare and serve meals throughout the trip. They all ate well, were independent and self-sufficient and worked out solutions to some problems they met on the way. All the staff who went were fantastic, again pitching in to help prepare and serve meals throughout the trip. They all ate well, were independent and self-sufficient and worked out solutions to some problems they met on the way.

All the staff who went were fantastic, again pitching in at all times, mixing with the students in a friendly manner and enjoying the whole experience. A great big thank you to Katie Hodge who is the chief driver and chief organiser behind this camp, to Tanya McIntosh who does much of the paperwork in preparation for the camp and was a friendly enthusiastic parent helper, to both Mr McIntosh and Mr Redenbach who were our capable bus drivers, to Fiona Ray who ran the kitchen so efficiently, to Tom McIntosh who was our logistics expert and Chris Fink who was parent extraordinaires! Both our language assistants Adisti and Gillian accompanied the group and were absolutely fantastic around the camp and in the kitchen. Not only did we learn a lot about Australia, there was also a rich exchange of both Chinese and Indonesian culture!
Maffra S.C. Energy Breakthrough 2016

LUCKY 13 RAFFLE!

13 great prizes, 1 low price!
Just $2 a ticket!

1st prize —
Stihl MS171 Chain Saw
Donated by — BROWN WIGG

2nd prize —
Olympus Men’s watch
Donated by — SHOWCASE JEWELLERS

3rd prize —
6 Month Gym Membership
Donated by — Fitness 4U

4th prize —
Men’s & Lady’s Accessory Pack
Donated by — STOBIES LAND & SURF

5th prize —
Family Meal Voucher
Donated by — Maffra Community Sports Club Inc

6th prize —
Car Detailing Package
Donated by — KINBERG MOTORS Pty Ltd

7th prize —
3 Selected Wines
Donated by — VEN BECH

8th prize —
Motorcycling Variety Pack
Donated by — COUNTRY MOTORCYCLES

9th prize —
Lady’s Leather Handbag
Donated by — STOBIES LAND & SURF

10th prize —
Merchandise Voucher
Donated by — Vern Graham Pty Ltd

11th prize —
Impala Tool Sharpener
Donated by — MG TRADING

12th prize —
John Deere Toy Tractor
Donated by — CERVUS EQUIPMENT

13th prize —
Merchandise Voucher
Donated by — ELDERS

Total Prize Value $1750.00
Just 500 tickets!
Drawn 12th October 2016
Youth Mental Health First Aid

Mental health first aid is the help provided to a person who is developing a mental health problem, or who is in a mental health crisis, until appropriate professional treatment is received or the crisis resolves. Mental health first aid strategies are taught in evidence-based training programs authored by Mental Health First Aid (MHFA) Australia and conducted by MHFA Instructors across Australia.

This specific course will be targeted for parents/carers/or significant others of any student that attends the Maffra Secondary College (those aged between 12 and 18 years); however, the course can be relevant for those helping people who are a little younger or older.

The developing mental health problems covered are:

- Depression
- Anxiety
- Psychosis
- Eating disorders
- Substance misuse

The mental health crisis situations covered are:

- Suicidal thoughts and behaviours
- Non-suicidal self-injury (sometimes called self-harm)
- Panic attacks
- Traumatic events
- Acute effects of drug or alcohol use
- Severe psychotic states

**Format**

This is a 14 hour course, which will delivered over four weeks, time commencing at 6.00pm -9.30pm,

**Dates for 2016:**
- Monday 22 August 2016
- Monday 29th August
- Monday 5th September
- Monday 12th September

**Venue will be at the Maffra Secondary College.**

**Cost**

$10.00 per participant

For Registration or more information please contact:-

Jacquie Hollingsworth, Ph 51438970 or Email: jhollingsworth@lrh.com.au

Please note there are limited numbers for registration
**ANIMAL AID GIPPSLAND TRIVIA NIGHT**

**WHEN:** Saturday 20 August - 6.30pm for a 7.00pm start  
**WHERE:** Criterion Hotel, MacArthur Street Sale  
**TICKETS:** $30 each - tables of 10 available (Price includes canapes, platter of dips and fries for each table)  
**DRESS UP** - if you like you can dress as an animal and the best costume wins a meal voucher 😊

It will be a fun evening full of tricky trivia, games, delicious food, plenty of laughs and an awesome raffle. Support Animal Aid Gippsland by getting a table of friends, family or colleagues together for the night. The Trivia Night is one of Animal Aid Gippsland’s biggest fundraising events and is vital to raising funds to support our ongoing work.

Payment is due before the night so to secure your seats please complete the booking form and return it to Animal Aid. Booking forms can be downloaded from the Animal Aid website [http://www.animalaid.org.au/index.php/events](http://www.animalaid.org.au/index.php/events)  
Or you can call the shelter on 5144 5940 or Sarah Arthur on 0412 831 651 or via email: saraharthur1988@gmail.com
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Mon</th>
<th>Tue</th>
<th>Wed</th>
<th>Thu</th>
<th>Fri</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 8 Aug - 12 Aug | Sandra Dekkers  
Fiona Gardiner  
Sally Kors | Fiona Channing  
Irene Devisser  
Helper x 1 | Emma Williamson  
Maree Lang  
Lorraine Hetherton | Tracey Ryan  
Lorraine Hetherton  
Helper x 1 | Ellen Bakes  
Kerry Peel  
Louise Leighton |
| 15th Aug - 19th Aug | Sally Kors  
Nicky Maxfield  
Helper x 1 | Melissa Fulton  
Jodi Underwood  
Cath McDonald | Justine Lowery  
Lauren McQuillen  
Helper x 1 | Kim Marchesi  
Linda Cam  
Helper needed x 1 | Kerry Flett  
Lorraine Hetherton  
Louise Leighton |
| 22nd Aug - 26th Aug | Sally Kors  
Cath McDonald  
Michelle Delhaney | Vivienne Johnstone  
Vicki Nikolajew  
Helper needed x 1 | Helen Peeters  
Maree Lang  
Sue Brown | Lorraine Hetherton  
Helper needed x 2 | Lorraine Hetherton  
Louise Leighton  
Cath McDonald |
| 29th Aug - 2nd Sep | Sally Kors  
Louise Leighton  
Lorraine Hetherton | Lorraine Hetherton  
Helper x 1 | Helper x 3 | Linda Cam  
Leanne Gallatly  
Helper x 1 | Danielle Burke  
Louise Leighton  
Helper needed x 1 |
| 5th Sep - 9th Sep | Fiona Lambourn  
Kellie Lear  
Sally Kors | Chris Cooper  
Cath Veale  
Helper needed x 1 | Krystal Van Sluys  
Maree Lang  
Lorraine Hetherton | Tracey Ryan  
Helper needed x 2 | Ellen Bakes  
Kerry Peel  
Louise Leighton |

All volunteers please help as much as possible as it is hard to operate with 2 windows open for the Students as they only have a short time to get food before the bell. Even if it’s only for recess or lunchtime for those who are not on the roster. All help is much appreciated. Thank you. Tracey